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Computations are run of deflagrating flames in a small-scale combustion chamber closed at the bottom
end and open at the opposite face. A single obstacle is centred inside the chamber. Methane–air mixtures
of various compositions (ranging from lean to stoichiometric and rich), and obstacles with different area
blockage ratios (30, 50 and 70%) and shapes (circular, rectangular and square cross-section in the flow
direction) are investigated. All cases are initialized from stagnation.

The competition between combustion rate and venting rate allows explaining both number and inten-
eaks
bstacles sity of the overpressure p

. Introduction

In gas explosions, the unsteady interaction of flame propaga-
ion, geometry and turbulent flow field drives the mechanisms
nd phenomena determining the explosion severity at differ-
nt initial/operating conditions and geometrical parameters. The
omprehension of the phenomenology underlying explosions is
ssential for an effective and safe engineering practice, i.e., for
electing the key conditions and parameters in the design and oper-
tion of refinery and chemical plants. To reach this goal, the use of
athematical models may be profitable. Among all models, Com-

utational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is a promising tool owing to its
bility to simulate more physics in explosions than simple empirical
r lumped-parameter models [1].

In our previous works, it has been demonstrated how CFD
odels based on the Unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes

URANS) equations may help in understanding gas explosions [2,3].
wo configurations have been analyzed which are those of the
ucted venting [2] and pressure piling [3] phenomena. In both cases,
d hoc simulations have allowed to identify the most relevant

echanisms influencing the pressure build-up during the flame

ropagation. For the pressure piling phenomenon, dimensionless
umbers have also been derived to quantify the role and weight
f each mechanism identified [4].
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In practical applications, when explosions occur, flames propa-
gating away from an ignition source may encounter obstacles along
their path in the form of vessels, pipes, tanks, flow cross-section
variations, etc. These objects disturb the flat propagation of the
flame, increasing its rate of progression through the reactants and
the pressure rise.

As reviewed in Ref. [1], over the years a great number of studies,
both numerical and experimental, have been performed dealing
with the unsteady premixed flame propagation through obstacles.

On the numerical side, a great effort has been focused on the
development and validation of CFD codes. Most of the models
are based on the URANS approach [5–12]. The Large Eddy Simu-
lation (LES) technique has also been adopted, showing its ability
to give more reliable predictions than URANS [13–16]. Recently,
we have developed an LES model to simulate the unsteady flame
propagation around three repeated obstacles in a laboratory-scale
combustion chamber closed at one end [16]. The model has been
thoroughly validated against detailed experimental data, resulting
in a close agreement in terms of shape of the propagating flame,
flame arrival times, flame speed, pressure time history and velocity
vector fields ahead of the flame front.

Experiments have been conducted in a wide variety of con-
ditions and geometrical configurations, and several phenomena
have been identified: jet-like flame [11,14,16–22], increase of

flame surface area and burning rate owing to the interac-
tion between flame and obstacle-generated turbulent vortices
[8,9,11,14,16–30], micro-explosions occurring during flame–vortex
interactions [18,25], partial flame quenching [17,18,26,27], burning
of pockets of fresh mixture formed behind the leading flame front

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03043894
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jhazmat
mailto:valeria.disarli@irc.cnr.it
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8,9,11,14,18–25,28–30]. Nevertheless, how these phenomena are
inked to the mechanisms controlling the evolution of the flame
tructure, its speed and the overpressure, has yet to be clarified.

The aim of the present paper is to gain insight into the nature
f the different mechanisms and phenomena coming into play dur-
ng obstacle-induced explosions, identifying those controlling the
evelopment of the overpressure time history. To this end, Large
ddy Simulations are run of unsteady premixed flame propagation
round an obstacle in a vented chamber. Methane–air mixtures of
arious compositions, and obstacles with different area blockage
atios and shapes are investigated, thus quantifying the role of the
echanisms and phenomena identified.

. The Large Eddy Simulation (LES) model

The Large Eddy Simulation (LES) model used here has been
escribed and validated previously [16].

Briefly, the model equations are obtained by applying a Favre-
lter (i.e., a mass-weighted filter) to the Navier-Stokes equations

or conservation of mass, momentum, energy and species, coupled
o the constitutive and state equations.

The species transport equation is recast in the form of a transport
quation for the reaction progress variable, c, which is zero within
resh reactants and unity within burned products [31]:

= 1 − Yf

Yo
f

(1)

In Eq. (1), Yf is the local fuel mass fraction and Yo
f

is the fuel mass
raction in the unburned mixture. The conservation equation for c
eads as follows:

∂�c

∂t
+ ∇ · (�uc) = ∇ · (�D∇c) + ω̇c (2)

In Eq. (2), the two left hand-side terms correspond to unsteady
ffects and convective fluxes, while the two right hand-side terms
orrespond to molecular diffusion and reaction rate.

The filtering process filters out the turbulent structures whose
cales are smaller than the filter width so that the resulting equa-
ions govern the dynamics of the large-scale structures. However,
wing to the non-linear nature of the conservation equations, the
ltering operation gives rise to unknown terms that have to be
odeled at the sub-grid scale (sgs) level [32].
The unknown terms arising from the momentum equation and

he energy equation are the sgs stress tensor and the sgs heat flux,
espectively.

The LES Favre-filtered c-equation is written as:

∂�̄c̃

∂t
+ ∇ · (�̄ũc̃) + ∇ · [�̄(ũc − ũc̃)] = ∇ · (�D∇c) + ¯̇ωc (3)

here the overbar (−) denotes a filtered quantity and the tilde (∼)
Favre-filtered quantity. In Eq. (3), there are three unknown terms:

he sgs reaction progress variable flux (third term on the left hand-
ide), the sgs molecular diffusion (first term on the right hand-side)
nd the sgs reaction rate (second term on the right hand-side).

.1. Sub-grid scale (sgs) models

The closure of the sgs stress tensor is here achieved with the
ynamic Smagorinsky–Lilly eddy viscosity model [33]. After for-
ulating a scale-similarity assumption, the model coefficients are

ynamically calculated during the LES computations by using the

nformation about the local instantaneous flow conditions provided
y the smaller scales of the resolved (known) field. This allows the
ddy viscosity to properly respond to the local flow structures.

The sgs fluxes of heat and reaction progress variable are modeled
hrough the gradient hypothesis [32], along with the sgs turbulent
Materials 169 (2009) 435–442

Schmidt and Prandtl numbers assumed to be constant and equal to
0.7 [34].

To handle the flame–turbulence interaction, the flame surface
density formalism based on the flamelet concept is here chosen
[32]. Accordingly, the filtered molecular diffusion and reaction rate
(right hand-side terms in Eq. (3)) are both included in an sgs flame
front displacement term, �w|∇c|, expressed as:

�w|∇c| = ∇ · (�D∇c) + ¯̇ωc =
〈

�w
〉

S
˙ (4)

where ˙ is the sgs flame surface density (i.e., the sgs flame surface
per unit volume) and

〈
�w

〉
S

is the surface-averaged mass-weighted
displacement speed.

In Eq. (4),
〈

�w
〉

S
is approximated by �0Sl [35], where �0 is

the fresh gas density and Sl is the laminar burning velocity. � is
expressed as a function of the sgs flame wrinkling factor, �� (i.e.,
the sgs flame surface divided by the projection of the flame surface
in the propagating direction):

�w|∇c| =
〈

�w
〉

S
˙ = �0Sl�	|∇ c̄| (5)

In Eq. (5), �� is modeled according to the sgs combustion model
by Charlette et al. [36] to take into account the effects of the sgs
turbulence in wrinkling the flame front (in LES, the large-scale
turbulence and its effects on the flame surface area are directly
simulated). This sgs combustion model neglects wrinkling and cor-
rugation produced by the interaction between the propagating
flame and the acoustic waves reflected by the walls and/or objects in
the combustion chamber. It has been found that this kind of interac-
tion, which can lead to a number of instability processes, is critical
in large-scale explosion tests (length of the combustion chamber
of the order of meters) [37], where the acoustic time (chamber
length divided by sound speed) is comparable with the combus-
tion time (thermal diffusion divided by typical burning velocity2). In
the present work, explosions occurring in a small-scale combustion
chamber are simulated.

2.2. Configuration and conditions

Fig. 1 shows a schematic representation of the combustion
chamber that is a 150 mm × 150 mm × 500 mm volume, closed at
the bottom end and open at the opposite face. A single obstacle
is centred inside the chamber at 100 mm downstream from the
bottom end.

In the base case configuration, the obstacle has a rectangular
(75 mm × 12 mm) cross-section in the flow direction, and imposes
an area blockage ratio equal to 50%. The chamber is filled with a
stoichiometric (
 = 1) mixture of methane in air.

LES computations are also run at different methane–air mixture
compositions (lean, 
 = 0.8, and rich, 
 = 1.2), and obstacle blockage
ratios (30 and 70%) and shapes (circular and square cross-section).

In all cases, the mixture is ignited at the centre of the bottom
face (Fig. 1), starting from rest. For each run, the overpressure time
history is registered in a monitor point placed at the bottom end of
the chamber, close to the ignition zone (Fig. 1).

2.3. Numerical solution and problem formulation

The model equations are discretised using a finite volume
formulation on a tri-dimensional non-uniform structured grid
composed of around 650,000 hexahedral cells, with minimum

and maximum resolutions equal to 2 mm and 3 mm, respectively.
Smaller cell size is used close to the walls owing to the presence of
steeper gradients of the solution field.

For the spatial discretisation of the model equations, second
order bounded central schemes are chosen. The time integration
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ig. 1. Schematic diagram of the explosion chamber; in the dotted box, indications
re given about the top (a), x–y (b) and y–z (c) views.

s performed by using the second order implicit Crank-Nicholson
cheme.

Adiabatic and no-slip wall boundary conditions are applied at
he solid interfaces (bottom and vertical faces of the chamber, faces

f the obstacle). To calculate the shear stress at the wall, a blended
inear/logarithmic law-of-the-wall is used [38].

Outside the combustion chamber, the computational domain is
xtended to simulate the presence of a dump vessel. A condition

Fig. 2. Field profiles of the vorticity magnitude [1/s] on the iso-
Materials 169 (2009) 435–442 437

of fixed static pressure (=1.013 × 105 Pa) is specified at the bound-
aries of this additional domain whose distance from the exit section
of the chamber (750 mm in each direction) allows minimizing the
interference between the reflected pressure waves and the pressure
field inside the chamber.

Initial conditions have velocity components, energy and reaction
progress variable set to zero everywhere. Ignition is obtained by
means of a hemispherical patch, with a radius equal to 5 mm, of hot
combustion products at the centre of the bottom end.

The specific heats of the unburned and burned mixtures are
approximated as piecewise fifth-power polynomial functions of
temperature. The molecular viscosities are calculated according to
Sutherland’s law for air viscosity. The laminar burning velocity is
assumed to be constant with pressure and temperature and equal to
0.28 m/s at 
 = 0.8, 0.41 m/s at 
 = 1, and 0.365 m/s at 
 = 1.2 [39,40].

Computations are performed by means of the segregated solver
of the Fluent code (version 6.3.26) [41] adopting the SIMPLE method
to treat the pressure–velocity coupling. The code is parallelized on
a 64 bit computing Beowulf cluster consisting of 8 dual-CPU nodes
(16 processors) each of them being an AMD Opteron 260 with 2 GB
of RAM. The solution for each time step requires around 20 itera-
tions to converge with the residual of each equation smaller than
6.0 × 10−4. For the base case, the time needed to complete the run
is about 33 h.

3. Results and discussion

In the following, the base case results are first presented. The
mechanisms and phenomena leading to the overpressure peaks
observed are then investigated, also by running ad hoc simulations.
Finally, the weight and role of these mechanisms and phenomena
are quantified at changing some relevant parameters.

3.1. Base case results
For the base case, Fig. 2 shows the vorticity magnitude maps as
calculated on the iso-surface c = 0.9 (i.e., the iso-surface Yf = 0.1 Yo

f
)

at different time instants after initialization. The vorticity, �, is a
measure of the rotation of a fluid element as it moves in the flow

surface c = 0.9 at different propagation stages. Base case.
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eld, and is defined as the curl of the velocity vector, u:

= ∇ × u (6)

Fig. 2 allows visualizing the spatio-temporal evolution of both
he flame structure and the flow field encountered by the propa-
ating flame.

When the flame reaches the obstruction, it leaves unburned
ixture upstream of the obstacle and separates into two opposite

ames that jet past the gaps between obstacle and chamber side
alls (t = 27 ms). On exiting from the constrictions, the two flames

xpand and start wrapping around the vortices generated by the
oupling between the unburned mixture flow, pushed ahead by the
oving flame, and the obstacle itself (t = 29 ms). This flame–vortex

nteraction increases the degree of flame front wrinkling.
As the flames burn into the obstacle wake, they tend to recon-

ect with each other (29 ms ≤ t ≤ 32.5 ms). When the reconnection
s almost complete, the flame accelerates towards the vent end
t = 35 ms). At this stage, the flame exits the camber (t = 37 ms),
ut there are still fresh reactants in the region behind the obsta-
le and close to the chamber side walls. This mixture burns later on
t = 38.5 ms).

During the propagation around the obstacle, two characteris-
ic flame speeds are observed. Along the axial direction (y), the
ame propagation speed increases owing to both the cross-section
ecrease and the interaction with the flow field induced down-
tream of the obstacle. Conversely, in the x–z plane, the flame
ropagates much more slowly, as in a quasi quiescent medium.
rom the calculations, it results that the flame speed in the axial
irection is turbulent (values up to around Ut = 20 m/s are found),
hile the flame speed in the planar direction is substantially lami-
ar (Ul ≈ 3 m/s) owing to a much less intense turbulence, especially

ust behind the obstacle.
The presence of a preferential direction along the y-axis explains

he reason why the flame propagates without burning the whole
ixture in the chamber. Based on these results, it can be expected

hat the more the flame accelerates towards the chamber exit, the
ore the Ut/Ul ratio increases along with the amount of fresh mix-

ure trapped inside the chamber.
Fig. 3a shows the overpressure time history as registered in cor-

espondence to the monitor point placed at the bottom end of the
hamber (Fig. 1). The overpressure trend exhibits an initial oscil-
ating behavior with around four weak peaks (t ≤ 24 ms), and two
ater dominant peaks at about 32.5 ms and 38.5 ms.

By matching Figs. 2 and 3a, it turns out that the first main peak
ccurs when the two flames join with each other downstream of
he obstacle. The second main peak corresponds to the combustion
rocess of the fresh mixture remained inside the chamber when the
wo flames have completed their reconnection, eventually exiting
he chamber.

.1.1. Analysis of the mechanisms and phenomena
To clarify the mechanisms and phenomena that link the flame

ropagation to the overpressure time history, the combustion
hamber is conceptually divided into two parts: the first part, which
ies from the bottom face up to the obstacle, and the second part,

hich lies from the obstacle up to the chamber exit (Fig. 3d).
Each chamber is vented: the first chamber towards the second

hamber, and this latter towards the external environment.
The overpressure peaks shown in Fig. 3a are addressed to the

ompetition between two counteracting phenomena that occur in
oth chambers, combustion rate and venting rate:
Pmax = f
(

Combustion rate
Venting rate

)
(7)

The combustion rate promotes the pressure increase through the
roduction and accumulation of burned gas. Conversely, the vent-
Fig. 3. Overpressure time history at the bottom end of the combustion chamber
(a); time trends of the combustion and venting rates in the first (b) and second (c)
chambers; conceptual division of the combustion chamber (d). Base case.

ing rate promotes the pressure decrease by emptying the chamber.
The goal here is to illustrate what mechanism drives the f

function in Eq. (7), thus relating the phenomena occurring in the
combustion chamber to the overpressure time trend.

Fig. 3b and c shows the time histories of the combustion rate for
the first (Fig. 3b) and second (Fig. 3c) chambers. In these figures, the
time trends of the venting rates are also shown. The venting rates
are computed as mass flow rate of the gas exiting the obstacle mid-
height section and the channel outlet section for the first chamber
(Fig. 3b) and the second chamber (Fig. 3c), respectively.

When the flame is all upstream of the obstacle (i.e., in the first
chamber, t ≤ 24 ms), the combustion chamber is efficiently vented,
given that the combustion rate and the venting rates at both, the
obstacle section and the chamber exit section, assume very close
values. As a result, the chamber overpressure does not significantly
increase. Furthermore, a weakly oscillating time behavior of the
venting rate from the first chamber can be noted in Fig. 3b, which is
responsible for the four weak peaks observed in the corresponding
overpressure trend.

Starting from around 27 ms after initialization, the venting rate
from the first chamber decreases. At this time instant, the flame
reaches the obstacle and starts to flow around it, accelerating
rapidly. In these conditions, the passage between obstacle and
chamber walls is obstructed by the here-defined obstacle-side com-
bustion, while fresh mixture has yet to be burned in the first
chamber (Fig. 2). Consequently, up to around 32.5 ms, the flame
propagates in the first chamber as in an almost closed vessel.

Fig. 3c also shows that, during this propagation phase, the com-
bustion and venting rates in the second chamber follow each other:
the increasing chamber pressure and hence the increasing pres-
sure drop promote the venting rate towards the exit. Indeed, the
burned gases produced by the obstacle-accelerated flame almost
instantaneously flow out of the chamber.
As a result, the first main peak has to be ascribed to the obstacle-
side combustion that acts on the flame propagation in the first
chamber as an external explosion of a simply vented configuration
[42].
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mechanism correlating the spatio-temporal evolution of the flame
structure and the overpressure time history via two phenomena,
obstacle-side combustion and pseudo-confined combustion. In the
present sub-section, the effects of the mechanism and phenom-
Fig. 4. Reaction progress variable maps as computed at differen

After the first peak, combustion mainly proceeds in the second
hamber. The second overpressure peak is again the result of the
oupling between combustion rate and venting rate. Before this
eak, the flame exiting the combustion chamber leaves unburned
ixture accumulated inside the chamber. This gives rise to a

seudo-confined combustion whose occurrence is manifested by the
eak in the combustion rate shown in Fig. 3c. On the other hand, the
enting rate decreases, given that the flame reaches the chamber
xit, producing an external explosion of the fresh gas pushed out-
ide by the propagating front itself. The flame rapidly expands in the
xternal environment and thus the maximum overpressure asso-
iated to this explosion is rather limited (less than 300 Pa, close to
he chamber exit). The main effect of this phenomenon is to tempo-
ary block the venting rate from the second chamber. Consequently,
he pseudo-confined combustion of the reactants trapped inside the
hamber occurs with a significantly decreased venting rate, leading
o the second overpressure peak.

In summary, the first main peak is caused by the obstacle-side
ombustion, while the second main peak is caused by the pseudo-
onfined combustion phenomenon.

.1.2. Ad hoc simulations for studying the pseudo-confined
ombustion phenomenon

In most of the literature works dealing with the unsteady
ame propagation in configurations similar to that examined
ere, the overpressure peaks observed are explained by violent
ombustion of the fresh mixture trapped behind the obstacle
10,13–15,20,21,29].

In Fig. 4, the reaction progress variable maps are shown as com-
uted at different x–z planes along the combustion chamber when
he flame exits the chamber (t = 37 ms). From this figure, it is possi-
le to quantify the unburned mixture to burned mixture ratio over
he cross-section of the camber at different axial positions.

Fig. 4 shows that a relevant amount of unburned mixture
emains accumulated inside the chamber, behind the obstacle
106 mm ≤ y ≤ 118 mm) and close to the chamber side walls. As
lready observed, this is a consequence of the bi-directional behav-

or of the flame propagation: owing to the presence of the obstacle,
he flame speed in the x–z plane is much lower than the flame speed
n the perpendicular (y) direction.

In order to weigh the role of the mixture trapped behind the
bstacle in relation to that of the mixture accumulated close to the
planes when the flame exits the chamber (t = 37 ms). Base case.

chamber walls, ad hoc simulations are run by assuming the mixture
trapped behind the obstacle as burned. This is obtained through
an initial (t = 0 ms) patch of burned products downstream of the
obstacle.

In Fig. 5, the overpressure time trend is plotted for both the
modified case (MC) and the original case (OC).

Fig. 5 shows that, in the absence of the unburned mixture behind
the obstacle, the second overpressure peak occurs at the same time
instant (t ≈ 38.5 ms) and is slightly lower than the original peak
(1500 Pa versus 1800 Pa). This means that the second peak has to be
mainly addressed to the combustion process of the fresh mixture
remained close to the chamber side walls.

3.2. Effect of the parameters

In the previous sub-section, the competition between com-
bustion rate and venting rate has been identified as the main
Fig. 5. Overpressure time history at the bottom end of the combustion chamber:
original case (i.e., base case) (OC) and modified case (MC).
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3.2.3. Obstacle shape
In the literature, the effect of the obstacle shape on the unsteady

flame propagation and associated overpressure time trend has been
40 V. Di Sarli et al. / Journal of Haza

na identified on the overpressure peaks are quantified at different
uel equivalence ratios, and obstacle blockage ratios and shapes.

.2.1. Fuel equivalence ratio
In Fig. 6, the overpressure time histories are shown as computed

t the bottom end of the chamber at different fuel equivalence
atios, 
 = 0.8, 
 = 1 (base case) and 
 = 1.2. The overpressure peaks
ecome more intense and occur earlier on ranging from lean to rich
nd stoichiometric conditions. These trends are consistent with the
iterature results [12,20,21,26,27], which show that the unsteady
ame propagation through obstacles is strongly dependent on the

uel equivalence ratio, and the highest flame speeds and overpres-
ures are found at stoichiometric (or nearly stoichiometric, i.e.,
lightly rich) conditions.

From Fig. 6 it can be seen that, as the stoichiometric propaga-
ion case, the rich case exhibits two dominant overpressure peaks.
onversely, with the lean flame, four peaks can be observed.

At each equivalence ratio, the first peak corresponds to the burn-
ng phase of the reactants remained upstream of the obstacle when
he obstacle-side combustion occurs, thus blocking the venting rate
rom this chamber zone.

At rich and stoichiometric conditions, the first peak is more vio-
ent than in the lean case. This is due to the faster flame reactivity
hat implies both direct and indirect effects on the jet-flame. The
irect effect is on the laminar flame speed itself. The indirect effect

s on the turbulent flow field generated at the obstacle edges. These
ffects justify the trend of the obstacle-side combustion peak by
arying the equivalence ratio.

It is worth noting that the obstacle-side combustion results in a
ingle overpressure peak at rich and stoichiometric conditions, and
n to two peaks at lean conditions. This may be attributed to the fact
hat, with a slower flame propagation, combustion and venting act
ith more comparable rates. As a result, these two counteracting
henomena balance each other and an almost oscillating behavior
or the overpressure time trend is established.

Going further in the propagation downstream of the obstacle,
gain a single peak is found with the stoichiometric and rich cases,
nd two peaks with the lean flame. At each equivalence ratio, these
eaks correspond to the pseudo-confined combustion of the fresh
ixture trapped inside the chamber when the flame vents towards
he exit, thus exploding outside. The amount of accumulated reac-
ants is nearly the same by varying the equivalence ratio. This means
hat the different intensity of the pseudo-confined combustion peaks
s due to the increase of both the flame reactivity and the turbulence
evel induced by the propagation itself, that leads to an ever more

ig. 6. Overpressure time histories taken at the bottom end of the combustion
hamber at different fuel equivalence ratios.
Materials 169 (2009) 435–442

rapid combustion of the trapped mixture on ranging from lean to
rich and stoichiometric conditions.

3.2.2. Obstacle blockage ratio
Fig. 7shows the overpressure time trends as registered close to

the ignition patch at different obstacle blockage ratios, 30%, 50%
(base case) and 70%. Two dominant overpressure peaks are always
present whose intensity increases with the blockage ratio. This
trend has also been found in a great number of literature studies
[8,10,14,24,27,29,30].

On increasing the blockage ratio, the flow cross-section between
obstacle and chamber side walls decreases, with a consequential
increase in intensity for the jet-flame. As a result, the obstacle-side
combustion becomes more violent and the first peak increases with
the blockage ratio.

Concerning the second peak, owing to the increase of the Ut/Ul
ratio, the amount of fresh mixture involved in the pseudo-confined
combustion increases with the blockage ratio. This couples with the
more intense turbulence generated by the flame-obstacle interac-
tion, thus explaining the trend of the second peak of Fig. 7.
Fig. 7. Overpressure time histories taken at the bottom end of the combustion cham-
ber at different obstacle blockage ratios.

Fig. 8. Overpressure time histories taken at the bottom end of the combustion
chamber at varying the shape of the obstacle cross-section in the flow direction.
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ig. 9. Vorticity magnitude [1/s] maps as computed when the flame has covered the
irection (the maps are taken at the central x–y plane of the combustion chamber).

idely studied [10,14,19,21,29,30]. The common conclusion of these
orks is that obstacles with sharp-edged cross-sections in the flow
irection (squares, rectangles, diamonds and triangles) give rise to a
ore intense flame front wrinkling, and thus higher flame acceler-

tions, than obstacles with round-edged cross-sections (cylinders).
enerally, this faster acceleration also results in higher overpres-
ure peaks.

In Fig. 8, the overpressure time histories are shown as obtained
t the bottom end of the chamber changing the shape of the obstacle
ross-section, circular, rectangular (base case) and square.

With the sharp-edged obstacles (square and rectangle), the
eaks are stronger than with the round-edged obstacle (cylinder).
urthermore, two peaks are found with the rectangle, and three
eaks with both the square and cylinder. In these latter cases, the
rst peak (i.e., the obstacle-side combustion peak) is split into two
eaks. The reason for this behavior has to be found in the fact that
he axial length (i.e., the height) of the square and cylinder is greater
75 mm) than that of the rectangle (12 mm). As a result, the venting
onfiguration established between the chamber zones upstream
nd downstream of the obstacle is more similar to that of a ducted
enting [43] rather than to a simply vented configuration [42].

The flame reaches the square obstacle at around 23 ms after ini-
ialization. Starting from this time instant, the venting rate from
he chamber zone upstream of the obstacle decreases and, hence,
ombustion proceeds in conditions of partially reduced venting.
orrespondingly, the overpressure increases up to a first peak that
ccurs at around 26.5 ms.

The flame takes about 6 ms to cover the gap (i.e., the duct)
etween obstacle and wall. When the flame completely fills this
ap, the venting rate drastically drops. Consequently, the remaining
ixture, whose mass is about 50% of the initial value, burns as in an

lmost closed vessel. Starting from about 1100 Pa, the overpressure
ncreases again up to the second peak found at 33 ms.

Also in the rectangle case, when the obstacle-side combustion
ccurs, the mass of fresh mixture upstream of the obstacle is around
0% of the initial value. However, the venting rate starts decreasing
arlier with the square than with the rectangle. As a result, in the
quare case, the overpressure has the time to build-up so that the
ame propagation in isolated conditions upstream of the obstacle
tarts from an overpressure that is higher than in the rectangle case.
his pre-compression phenomenon explains the reason why the
bstacle-side combustion leads to a higher overpressure peak with

he square than with the rectangle.

As with the square, also with the cylinder the venting rate starts
ecreasing earlier, giving rise to a pre-compression phenomenon
first peak, t = 31 ms). However, differently from the square and rect-
ngle cases, the circular shape allows the flame to wind itself round
length of the obstacle at varying the shape of the obstacle cross-section in the flow

the obstacle. Consequently, the flame is not able to completely block
the venting rate, thus resulting in an obstacle-side combustion that
leads to a lower second peak (t = 34.5 ms) than the corresponding
peaks observed with the square and rectangle.

Concerning the pseudo-confined combustion phenomenon, it
leads to overpressure peaks of increasing intensity on ranging from
the cylinder to the rectangle and square. The amount of fresh mix-
ture involved is larger with the square. On the other hand, the
turbulent flow field induced around the obstacle is strongly depen-
dent on the obstacle shape and, in particular, on the presence of
sharp or rounded edges.

For the three different shapes investigated, Fig. 9 shows the vor-
ticity magnitude field profiles when the flame has covered the axial
length of the obstacle. This figure demonstrates that a weak vortex
shedding occurs with the cylinder. Moreover, the eddy generation
is more intense with the square than with the rectangle.

4. Summary and conclusions

A validated Large Eddy Simulation (LES) model of unsteady
premixed flame propagation has been used to study the phe-
nomenology underlying explosions occurring in a small-scale
vented chamber in the presence of a single obstacle.

The overpressure peaks observed have been attributed to the
competition between combustion rate and venting rate via two
main phenomena, obstacle-side combustion and pseudo-confined
combustion.

The obstacle-side combustion occurs when the flame crosses the
constrictions between obstacle and chamber side walls, acceler-
ating rapidly and leaving unburned mixture in the chamber zone
upstream of the obstruction. The obstacle-side combustion results
in a decrease of venting rate from this portion of chamber, where
combustion is thus forced to proceed as in an almost closed vessel.

The pseudo-confined combustion corresponds to the burning
phase of the mixture that remains trapped in the chamber zone
downstream of the obstacle when the flame exits the chamber. It
leads to an overpressure increase by the coupling with the decrease
of venting rate towards the external environment. This decrease of
venting rate is due to the effect of the explosion process of the fresh
mixture pushed outside and ignited by the flame jetting from the
chamber.
Through ad hoc simulations, it has been demonstrated that the
fresh mixture accumulated close to the chamber side walls has
a more relevant effect on the pseudo-confined combustion phe-
nomenon, and hence on the related peak, than the mixture present
behind the obstacle.
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The results of computations run at changing some relevant
arameters have shown that the intensity of both the obstacle-
ide combustion and pseudo-confined combustion peaks increases on
ncreasing the flame reactivity (i.e., on ranging from lean to rich
nd stoichiometric conditions) and the obstacle blockage ratio, and
hen using sharp-edged obstacles instead of round-edged obsta-

les. The number of peaks has been found to increase on decreasing
he laminar burning velocity (i.e., with the lean flame) and on
ncreasing the obstacle height (i.e., with the circular and square
ross-section obstacles).

In conclusion, the LES model has demonstrated itself to be a
seful tool for identifying and quantifying the mechanisms and
henomena driving the pressure build-up in a flame-flow con-
guration often encountered in practical gas explosions. Such

dentification and quantification are needed steps in the design and
peration of safe industrial plants.
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